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Welcome to iCCS Christmas
Survey 2019
We are pleased to announce the release of our new Christmas recontact
survey within the iCCS 2019 database - JUN19iCCS
This survey includes new variables and recodes to help you obtain more
interesting insights into your customers and will help you answer some of
the following questions:
•

Whether consumers celebrate Christmas and how.

•

Preparations for and activities during Christmas.

•

Where they shop and their main sources of information & inspiration.

•

Attitudes towards Christmas.

•

Christmas budgeting and payment.

The purpose of this Intelligence piece is to showcase a few interesting
highlights from our Christmas survey such as consumers attitutes towards
Christmas and shopping behaviours, supplementing this information with
some additional secondary research from other sources. For more
detailed information on Christmas please visit our JUN19iCCS survey.
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Intro – Christmas 2020. Impact of COVID-19
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Intro - A new reality
The Caveat
A lot has happened in the world since we produced this
document a month ago. In light of the profound impact that
the COVID-19 pandemic is having in our society, we deemed
appropriate to include some thoughts on how this pandemic
might influence the mindset and behaviour of the Christmas
2020 consumer.
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Intro - Christmas 2020. Impact of COVID-19
Making predictions about Christmas retail 2020 and the impact of COVID-19 at this stage of the crisis and during this time of great
uncertainty is difficult given the fluidity of the crisis. However, if we look at potential macroeconomic scenarios and consumer
sentiment, we can begin to paint a possible picture of what Christmas 2020 might look like.
The IMF estimates that Australia’s economy will contract 6.7% this year and the unemployment rate will average 7.6 across 2020.
The Westpac Consumer Sentiment survey in April recorded the biggest fall in the 47 year history of the survey. IBISWorld expects
consumer sentiment to be negative for 11 or 12 months and pundits believe that 2020 retail will be highly impacted by the COVID-19
crisis. Retail consultant Bill Rooney** “is telling his clients to prepare for huge drops in sales over a period of six to nine months”.
Consumer sentiment

Source: Westpac

Most affected sectors

Source: IBISWorld Economic Insights COVID-19
Source: Westpac; https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-16/coronavirus-economic-impact-could-take-decade-to-recover-from/12058706;
**https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-18/coronavirus-forces-australians-to-change-retail-shopping-habits/12066978; IBISWorld Economic Insights COVID-19
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Intro - Christmas 2020. Impact
of COVID-19
The outlook is grim. Data from the IMF* shows that the shock in China,
where retail sales are down by 20.5% in the first two months of the year,
is severe even compared with the GFC.
We expect that two themes highlighted in this piece will continue
strongly during Christmas 2020: Consumer’s demand for “value for
money” and their appetite for more sustainable products and services.
In his book “Spend Shift” John Gerzema talks about “mindful
consumption”, a new consumer behaviour that emerged post GFC;
like in previous crises, we could see a desire for simplicity and “back to
basics” in consumers’ lives and product choices, and a longing for more
meaningful products and experiences. This crisis is also likely to have an
impact on consumers’ preference for healthier food and locally sourced
products.
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Source:* https://blogs.imf.org/2020/03/20/blunting-the-impact-and-hard-choices-early-lessons-from-china/

Intro - Christmas 2020.
Impact of COVID-19
Consumers, in particular the most vulnerable during this crisis
(Baby Boomers and Post Boomers), will become more accustomed
to online shopping & contactless delivery and this trend will carry
over into Christmas 2020.
According to an Ipsos Survey** conducted in February 6 to 9, 61%
of Australians surveyed believed that COVID-19 poses a high level
of threat to the world. Assuming we have left behind the worst of
the health crisis by Christmas 2020, and that the current level of
fear and anxiety diminishes, we could see an slight uplift of
discretionary spending amongst those that have the capacity to
do so. Luxury retail could rebound as a reaction to the crisis and
consumers’ desire to indulge themselves after a difficult year, as
we have seen in previous historic crunches. Alternatively, the
economic hangover may well continue into 2021 and it may take
up to 18 months to two years for this industry and retail more
broadly to recover.
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Source:**https://www.ipsos.com/en-au/most-say-coronavirus-ongoing-threat

Retailers’ outlook for Christmas 2019
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Retailers’ expectations for Christmas 2019
Deloitte Retailers’ Christmas Survey

• Only 62% of retailers expected to see higher sales this Christmas compared to last year
(80% in 2018)
• 58% of retailers expected to see online retail growth of 10% or more, down from 79% in
2018.
• When to discount and by how much remains a critical decision, with 39% of retailers
planning to discount before Christmas to drive sales compared to 31% in FY18 through
sales campaigns such as Black Friday and Cyber Monday.
• Over a quarter of respondents highlighted customer service as the most important
driver of sales this Christmas, just behind digital and omni-channel offerings.
• 42% of respondents believe that social, ethical and environmental responsibility is not
important to their brand.
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Source: Deloitte Retailers’ Christmas Survey 2019

Retailers’ expectations for Christmas 2019
Roy Morgan and the Australian Retailers Association
(ARA) forecast:

2.6% growth

What do you expect the impact of 'sales events' like Black
Friday and flash sales to be on your overall sales?
Decreases overall sales
marginally

21%

Decreases overall sales
significantly
Increases overall sales
marginally

15%
4%

2%

Increases overall sales
significantly

15%

No impact/not relevant

30%
Other

Source: Roy Morgan ARA 2019

Shifts sales from
Christmas to event sales
with no overall effect

13%

Source: Deloitte Retailers’ Christmas Survey 2019

According to the Deloitte Retailers’ Christmas Survey 2019 28%
respondents thought that the Black Friday and flash sales would have
a positive impact on sales, with 13% highlighting a significant positive
result.
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When to discount
Deloitte Retailers’ Christmas Survey

At what point do you expect to begin
discounting around Christmas?

35%
30%

Percentage of retailers who plan to discount
in early December

25%

11%
30%
19%

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

6%

9%

2017

2018

2019

Source: Deloitte Retailers’ Christmas Survey 2019

26%
Early Dec
27th-29th Dec
No discounting

20th-25th Dec
30th Dec -2nd Jan
Undecided

Source: Deloitte Retailers’ Christmas Survey 2019

Early discounting has been a trend over the past few years driven by
increasing competition and the impact of Black Friday and Cyber Monday
sales. 30% of Deloitte’s respondents expected to start discounting in early
December up from 24% last year.
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Christmas in November

• Australian retail spending in December was weaker than many were expecting. Retail turnover was down by 0.5% in December
2019, seasonally adjusted. There were falls for department stores (-2.8%), cafes, restaurants and takeaway food services (-0.9%),
clothing, footwear and personal accessory retailing (-1.5%), food retailing (-0.3%), and household goods retailing (-0.3%). These
falls were partially offset by a rise in other retailing (0.2%).
• Sales results from ABS show that November 2019 retail figures (up 1%) were stronger than December (down 0.5%) surpassing many
people’s expectations and suggesting that more Australians are taking advantage of November sales events like Black Friday,
when a lot of Christmas spending was done, plus some discounted items that would normally be bought in the January sales
(retail turnover for January 2020 slumped to 2% annual growth).
• Online retail turnover contributed 6.6% to total retail turnover in original terms in December 2019. In December 2018, online retail
turnover contributed 5.6% to total retail.
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Source: ABS February 2020 and Charlie Nelson 12 March 2020

Expectations vs reality

At dentsu Intelligence we believe that
consumers will embrace Black Friday again in
2020 if COVID-19 is under control by then. Some
form of social distancing may well continue to
be a part of society and shopping, and with it,
we could see substantial growth of online
shopping in Christmas 2020 vs Christmas 2019.

Considering the current retail climate in Australia, most
retailers were approaching Christmas with less optimism
than last year. Deloitte* recorded their most pessimistic
results since 2013, their retailers’ survey showed that just over
60% retailers were expecting to increase their sales this
Christmas compared to 80% in 2018 and nearly 40% were
expecting to see a decrease in seasonal margins.
December sales results were disappointing and early
discounting at the beginning of the month appeared not to
be enough to encourage spend. Unexpected natural events
such as bushfires and smoke haze also seemed to have
damaged consumer sentiment and spend in December.
As some retailers expected, Black Friday and other sale
events in November brought “holiday” shopping forward at
heavily discounted prices.
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Source:*https://insideretail.com.au/news/fewer-retailers-expecting-a-merry-christmas-deloitte-201911

Christmas as a season

The results for the December quarter were
quite encouraging, with a better than
expected rise of 0.5 per cent in retail sales. This
further highlights the need to assess the
Christmas shopping period as a whole and not
simply December in isolation
Dominique Lamb, NRA CEO
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The Aussie Christmas
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Happy Holidays!

We think that COVID-19 will ignite a feeling of
gratitude and an appreciation for things that
money can’t buy: family and friends, spirituality,
nature, the simple things in life and this sentiment
will be exacerbated at Christmas as a reaction to
the extreme anxiety and social isolation
experienced during 2020.

Australian Christmas has always been quite unique, a season of major
events and celebrations starting in November that extends into the
new year, as Australians often remain on holidays post Christmas,
unlike other markets. Australian Christmas is becoming a season all of
its own.
As Australia becomes more diverse so is the way we celebrate the
festive season. In December 2019, the Australia’s Government Diversity
Council encouraged businesses to drop the word “Christmas” to
describe the festive events at the end all the year in order to be more
inclusive all traditions and believes.
According to our JUN19 iCCS Christmas survey, whilst 87% people (PPL
15-74) celebrate “Christmas”, only 20% see Christmas mainly as a
religious celebration. The majority of our respondents (72%) think
“Christmas is about quality time with family and friends”. This is our
common ground, a season to enjoy and celebrate a well deserved
summer break with our loved ones.
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Christmas is becoming less spiritual and more a celebration
that marks the beginning of the family summer holidays
Will Christmas become more spiritual after COVID-19?
Some people might be using their time in isolation as
an opportunity to re-align their values and life
priorities. Kantar research* suggest that the Chinese
are now putting more emphasis on achieving a ‘richer
spiritual world’ and a ‘better self’.

ALL AGREE

Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby Boomers

Pre- Boomers

54% ix 88

56% ix 91

62% ix 101

66% ix 109

72% ix 118

Older generations are more likely to think that “we have lost the
Christmas spirit”; Baby Boomers (ix 115) and Pre-Boomers (ix 127)
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan) ;
*https://www.kantar.com/Inspiration/Coronavirus/Measuring-the-impact-of-the-coronavirus-on-Chinas-consumption;

Christmas is a time to rest and go on holidays

ALL AGREE

Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby Boomers

Pre- Boomers

56% ix 106

56% ix 106

55% ix 103

48% ix 91

47% ix 89

Australians had the opportunity to live and appreciate the
SLOW LIFE during this pandemic. For some, this slower
pace of life meant spending more quality time with their
family, but for others, these months of isolation will
translate into a desire to become more social and
connected than ever.
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Christmas is where you are
Christmas is one of the two periods in the year when Australians are
most likely to travel overseas.
Whilst the iconic family road trip continues to be a staple, the costefficiency and kids-friendly offerings of some overseas beach
destinations compared to domestic travel, is making the overseas
holiday increasingly popular amongst Australians.
Between December 2018 and January 2019 more than 2.12 million
Australian residents returned from short-term overseas trips. New
Zealand was the favourite destination, followed by Indonesia, USA,
India and Japan rounding out the top five.
Data shows an upward trend over time, according to ABS data from 26
December to January 6 2017, nearly 400,000 Australian travellers had
returned home from their overseas adventures. This is compared to
190,000 for the same period a decade earlier.

At dentu Intelligence we believe that
travel during Christmas 2020 will be
domestic driven, due to travel restrictions
and fear of contracting the virus in “less
trusted’ destinations..
20

Source: Traveller.com.au and ABS 2018

What a successful Christmas
means to Australians

Physical retailers and shopping centers play a
significant role in building the collective
Christmas spirit and atmosphere. Should
social distancing remain in place for the last
quarter of the year, brands will need to think
about how they can virtually build that
Christmas spirit and connection.

• A successful Christmas was defined across generations as

“Spending time with family” “Having a relaxing and peaceful day”
and “Eating delicious food”.

• The older generations are more likely to find gratification in going to
church or doing a charitable deed whilst Gen Z are more likely to
enjoy watching classic TV programmes and movies (ix 118).
• Pre-Boomers are more likely to nominate “buying all the gifts and
food within a budget” (ix 114) as an attribute of a successful
Christmas.
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Understanding the “new” Aussie Christmas
Diverse - inclusive – a celebration of family and summer holidays
Coles ‘A Christmas thank you’ I Target ‘Christmas with love’

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_kXIfenJVc

https://www.facebook.com/targetaus/videos/514096572774897/
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The Christmas mood 2019

2020 has been a challenging year for
Australians. Should the virus be undercontrol by Christmas, Australians will likely
feel a strong sense of relief and a desire for
a fresh start. The IMF estimates that the
Australian economy could grow 6.1 % in 2021.
Will Christmas be the tipping point?

Bushfires and smoke haze had an impact on the Christmas spirit and
consumers’ sentiment and spending this Christmas.
The general trend of consumers opting for experiences rather than
goods appear to extend to Christmas presents; *events company
Eventbrite estimated that almost 90% of Australian shoppers would
spend a quarter of their income on live experiences compared with last
year. Some consumers also opted for bushfire appeal donations as
Christmas gifts or buying presents from #buyfromthebush to support
fire and drought-affected communities.
"Consumers have a view that people are much worse off than we are,

and two things are happening. They are putting money towards
donations, and some people feel wrong about spending money when
other people are doing it tough and can't afford to. You can
understand why people are doing it. I've done it myself.‘’
Executive director of the Australian Retailers Association, Russell Zimmerman

Source:https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/it-just-doesn-t-feel-right-bushfires-dampen-christmas-spending-20191224-p53mp9.html;
https://www.smh.com.au/business/the-economy/empty-stockings-for-retailers-as-australians-shift-away-from-physical-gifts-20191222-p53m88.html
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Reading the 2019 Christmas mood
RED CROSS

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-F1LYN2QhFI&feature=emb_logo
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Reading the 2019 Christmas mood
AUSTRALIA POST SPREAD THE MERRY

Source: https://vimeo.com/387106027
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Christmas shopping
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Christmas Shopping: Changing
attitudes and behaviours
Finding the right balance between enjoyment and feeling in control of
the craziness of Christmas has always been essential to Australian
consumers but our 2019 iCCs survey shows a gradual change of
attitudes; our love for Christmas and the whole Christmas shopping
experience seems to be declining whilst Christmas stress is also down
perhaps due to the significant uptake of online shopping and online
shopping events such as Black Friday and Cyber Monday but also the
convenience of click-and-collect and last minute delivery services.

“I love going to the shops when they're all decorated
and festive”
“I love Christmas and I love Christmas
shopping”
“I dread Christmas and the financial stress it brings”

iCC2014

iCC2019

48%

45%

44%
40%

38%
30%

Post the relaxation of socialisation
guidelines we will see a more cautious
return to bricks and mortar shopping. We
should however be prepared for a more
subdued Christmas in 2020 with
unemployment rates predicted to peak
at 10% this year.
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2014 and 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Christmas Retail Calendar
Retail
baseline

VALUE & CONVENIENCE

Consumer
Mindset

Holiday anticipation

Consumer
Behaviour

Planning holidays away over

A time for a well deserved
family break and treat

festive break
Planning what gifts to buy for
family and friends

Undertake a big house clean in preparation for
entertaining during the festive season and
putting up Christmas decorations
Preparing Christmas holiday food and buying
food and party supplies (non food) /decorations
for parties and entertaining
Start reading retail catalogues for Christmas gift/
decoration inspiration
Planning what gifts to buy for family and friends
*Self-indulgence
Buying gifts for family and friends

Planning what gifts to buy for
family and friends
Buying gifts for family and
friends
Start reading retail catalogues
for Christmas gift/ decoration
inspiration

Splurging
Bargain hunting

Retail
Moments

Holiday extension

Happy Holidays!

Melbourne
Cup

Click
Frenzy

Black
Friday

Cyber
Monday

Christmas
sprint and
top ups

Pre-Christmas

Last minute
rush

Going away on holidays
Holiday/ summer
vibe extends to the
end of January

*Selfindulgence
Christmas

Boxing Day
Sale

New Year

Australia Day

Back to school basics
Back to
School

Before Sep. I September I October I First 2 weeks of November I Second 2 weeks of November /Black Friday I First 2 weeks December I Week before I Christmas Week I Boxing Day I New Year January

*Dentsu Intelligence

Christmas shopping i.e. Buying gifts for family and friends
Planning what gifts to buy for family and friends
*Self –indulgence
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Black Friday shopping
12% PPL said that they intended to buy Christmas gifts for friends and
family online during Black Friday. The appeal of Black Friday is even
greater amongst Gen Z 19% ix 165 and Gen Y 16% ix 140.
BLACK FRIDAY
Buying Christmas gifts for friends and family
instore

Buying Christmas gifts for friends and family
online

0%
PRE- BOOMERS

BABY BOOMERS

5%
GEN X

GEN Y

10%
GEN Z

15%

20%

TOTAL PPL
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 fused with Roy Morgan)

Cyber Monday shopping
The uptake of Cyber Monday is higher amongst younger generations
Gen Z 15% ix 182 Gen Y 12% ix 143.

CYBER MONDAY
Buying Christmas gifts for friends and family
instore

Buying Christmas gifts for friends and family
online

0%
PRE- BOOMERS

BABY BOOMERS

2%
GEN X

4%

6%
GEN Y

8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%
GEN Z

TOTAL PPL
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 fused with Roy Morgan)

Younger generations less likely to think that Christmas is too
materialistic and commercial

ALL AGREE

“Christmas is too commercial”

Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby Boomers

Pre- Boomers

50% ix 80

55% ix 88

63% ix 102

70% ix 113

74% ix 120

ALL AGREE

“Christmas is too materialistic”

Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby Boomers

Pre- Boomers

49% ix 84

51% ix 89

60% ix 103

63% ix 110

66% ix 115

31% ix 149 Gen Z and 27% ix 132 Gen Y

“will spend more this Christmas than I did last year”
Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)
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Stress-free Christmas
Online shopping has made Christmas less stressful

ALL AGREE
Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

PreBoomers

52% ix 123

49% ix 117

43% ix 101

33% ix 78

34% ix 81

And so much easier…
ALL AGREE
Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

PreBoomers

55% ix 117

56% ix 119

49% ix 104

37% ix 78

33% ix 71

During this pandemic consumers are getting
used to the agility, flexibility and convenience
of “no touch” services such us remote delivery,
and contactless collection. Consumers will
expect excellence in online fulfilment moving
forward.
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Online for shopping intel
Looking for Christmas gifts & comparing prices

ALL AGREE “ I browse more online to find gifts than I used to”
Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

PreBoomers

57% ix 119

56% ix 117

49% ix 102

38% ix 80

35% ix 74

ALL AGREE “ I always compare prices before I buy”
Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

PreBoomers

58% ix 113

60% ix 116

53% ix 103

42% ix 82

36% ix 70
Older generations are more likely to “browse more
instore than online” when looking for gifts Baby
Boomers (ix 116) Pre-Boomers (ix 129)
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

They are also more likely than older generations “to

go to a bricks and mortar shop to research and
then buy online” Gen Z (ix 122) and Gen Y (ix 123)

Almost ¼ of Gen Z & Y
Will do ALL their Christmas shopping online

ALL AGREE
Gen Z

23
%

Ix 151

Gen Y

24%

Ix 160

We expect that online shopping will
substantially increase across generations
(including Baby Boomers and PreBoomers) during Christmas 2020.
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Christmas shopping; where they shop
Discount stores dominate across generations and categories
(Clothes, toys and games, decorations & gifts in general)

CLOTHES/FOOTWEAR

TOYS AND GAMES

Local farmers markets
Supermarket
Wholesaler (eg. CostCo)
Specialist Christmas Retailer
Independent retailer
Major specialist retailer (eg. JB…
Discount stores (eg. Kmart,…
Major department stores (eg.…
Overseas online retailer
Local online retailer
Auction site (eg. eBay, Gumtree)
Group buying/daily deals (eg.…
0%

Local farmers markets
Supermarket
Wholesaler (eg. CostCo)
Specialist Christmas Retailer
Independent retailer
Major specialist retailer (eg. JB Hi-Fi,…
Discount stores (eg. Kmart, Target,…
Major department stores (eg. DJs,…
Overseas online retailer
Local online retailer
Auction site (eg. eBay, Gumtree)
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Influences toys & games
Other
Online retail catalogues
Outdoor ads
Cinema ads
Daily deals/group buying sites
Product review/comparison sites
Company websites
My children
Friends and family
Magazines
Catalogues inside shops
In-store samples/demos
Store promotions and displays
Product packaging
Shop assistants
Newspaper ads
Ads on my social networking
Photo sharing apps
Online ads
Radio ads
Mobile phone searches
Infomercials on TV
TV ads
Catalogues mail
Ads on shopping trolleys

0%
PRE- BOOMERS

5%

BABY BOOMERS

10%
GEN X

15%

20%

GEN Y

GEN Z

25%
TOTAL PPL

30%

Friends and family, catalogues, and instore demos
and samples are the most influential and inspirational
sources when making decisions about toys and
games for children.
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Savvy shoppers looking for value
66% PPL Are always in the hunt for a bargain

Consumers will be demanding more value
for money during Christmas 2020 due to
financial constraints and a more frugal
mindset.

GIFTS FOR FRIENDS AND FAMILY (NOT CHILDREN)
Local farmers markets
Supermarket
Wholesaler (eg. CostCo)
Specialist Christmas Retailer
Independent retailer
Major specialist retailer (eg. JB…
Discount stores (eg. Kmart,…
Major department stores (eg.…
Overseas online retailer
Local online retailer
Auction site (eg. eBay, Gumtree)
Group buying/daily deals (eg.…
0%

10%

20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Conveying value
ALDI AUSTRALIA “THE MIRACLE HAM”

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4PerfumpPjA
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Christmas grocery shopping
Physical and a gourmet treat (for some)

Australians will be re-setting some of their
priorities during this crisis and the ‘health’
trend could be accelerated, with
consumers seeking healthier, more
sustainable and locally sourced products.

Whilst value (quality at low prices) appears to be the shopping
mindset for most consumers at Christmas, According to the Accenture
Retail Survey, some consumers opted to trade-up this holiday season,
26% said they would do their food shop at a high-end retailer and 35%
were planning to buy premium brands instead of private label.
This survey also found that online grocery shopping is not common
during the festive season with only one in ten consumers always or
often shopping for groceries online. However, respondents said more
competitive prices (45%) and better offers and deals (40%) would
entice them to shift their grocery spend online.
The main reasons why bricks and mortar grocery shopping continues
to be prevalent at Christmas according to this survey are that
consumers would prefer to hand pick all fresh food items (67%), being
able to see, feel and smell the physical product (48%) and the in-store
shopping experience (48%).
Catalogues, store promotions and displays and family
and friends are the most influential and inspirational
sources when making decisions about toys and
games for children.
39
Source: https://www.bandt.com.au/accenture-study/

Supermarkets are the preferred choice for food and alcohol

FOOD FOR PARTIES/ENTERTAINING
Local farmers markets
Supermarket
Wholesaler (eg. CostCo)
Specialist Christmas Retailer
Independent retailer
Major specialist retailer (eg. JB…
Discount stores (eg. Kmart,…
Major department stores (eg.…
Overseas online retailer
Local online retailer
Auction site (eg. eBay, Gumtree)
Group buying/daily deals (eg.…
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

ALCOHOL FOR PARTIES/ENTERTAINING
Local farmers markets
Supermarket
Wholesaler (eg. CostCo)
Specialist Christmas Retailer
Independent retailer
Major specialist retailer (eg. JB Hi-Fi,…
Discount stores (eg. Kmart, Target,…
Major department stores (eg. DJs,…
Overseas online retailer
Local online retailer
Auction site (eg. eBay, Gumtree)
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Influences food for entertaining
Other
Online retail catalogues
Outdoor ads
Cinema ads
Daily deals/group buying sites
Product review/comparison sites
Company websites
My children
Friends and family
Magazines
Catalogues inside shops
In-store samples/demos
Store promotions and displays
Product packaging
Shop assistants
Newspaper ads
Ads on my social networking
Photo sharing apps
Online ads
Radio ads
Mobile phone searches
Infomercials on TV
TV ads
Catalogues mail
Ads on shopping trolleys

0%
PRE- BOOMERS

5%

BABY BOOMERS

Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

10%
GEN X

15%

20%

GEN Y

GEN Z

25%
TOTAL PPL

30%

Catalogues, store promotions and displays and
family and friends are the most influential and
inspirational sources when making decisions about
food for entertainment.
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A measured Christmas
The Accenture Retail Survey 2019 predicted that in 2019 Australians
would spend an average $686 each on Christmas, with more than half
of it ($351) going towards groceries.

Our iCCS Christmas survey shows that only the younger generations (Z
and Y) were more likely to spend “more” on Christmas this year 31 % ix
149 (Z) and 27% ix 132 (Y). They are also more likely to prepare financially
for it with 50% ix 113 (Z) and 46% ix 105 (Y) saying that ”I save up prior to
Christmas so I have money on hand” and paying using lay-by or
Afterpay 23% ix 159 (Z) and 20% ix 138 (Y).
Despite being generally considered an unmaterialistic generation Gen
Z is the most likely cohort to feel that they can never afford all they
want for Christmas 46% ix 123.

If the COVID-19 crisis subsides by
Christmas,
there will
an enormous
Catalogues, store
promotions
andbedisplays
and family
desire to celebrate. However, this might
and friends are the most influential and inspirational
be tempered by financial stress and
sources when making
decisions
consumer
caution. about toys and

games for children.
Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan) ; http://www.bandt.com.au/accenture-study/
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Financing Christmas

We expect consumers to be more
conscientious in terms of how they
allocate their spend than in recent
years.

50%
45%

30% of PPL don’t have a plan when it
comes to financing Christmas

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

I put most
I'm in a Christmas I save up prior to
I use layI have no plan at
I take out a
I borrow money
I use a pay day I will be sticking to I don't spend any
purchases on my
Club
Christmas so I
bys/Afterpay as
all
personal loan from from friends/family
lender
a strict budget this extra money
credit card and
have money on much as I possibly
a bank or credit
year
will pay it off in the
hand
can
union
New Year
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Gift giving… and receiving
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‘Gift with purpose’ will be a key trend
during Christmas 2020. We believe that
more than ever consumption will be
aligned with consumers’ core drives and
interests.

The importance of the
right gift
With over $400 million worth of unwanted presents
gifted in 2018, it’s unsurprising that a study
commissioned by ING found that 1/3 of Australians
believe that Christmas is the most wasteful time of the
year and that 41% think that ill-considered gifts were a
significant contributor to unwanted presents.
More than half (57%) of those surveyed said they will be
giving sustainable gifts this year, with nearly a quarter
(23%) preferring a socially-conscious or eco-friendly
present under the tree.
Source: https://www.savings.com.au/credit-cards/aussies-wasted-over400-million-in-unwanted-christmas-gifts-last-year
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Unwanted gifts
ING “GIVE ME SOMETHING GOOD”

Source: https://youtu.be/3kep4pnAesk
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What Australians want
for Christmas
“Money” & “quality time with family”
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Source: Roy Morgan Dec 2018

Older Australians less interested
in materialistic gifts

‘Good health for me, family and

friends’ only made it to the list of the
50+yrs. old last year. Will it also be a
priority for other age groups this
year?
Source: Roy Morgan Dec 2018
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The increasing appeal of the
gift card – most desired gifts

We expect this trend to continue
post COVID-19. Practical and useful
gifts and less wastage.

Our iCCS data shows that 54%* of people aged 15-74 think that “buying
gift cards for friends/family is a great idea if you don't know what they
want/if you run out of time”.
For almost half of all Australians (45%) either gift vouchers or money
topped their Christmas wishlists in 2019 according to the Pure Profile
Christmas Report 2019. This category was ahead of clothing & shoes
(39%) of respondents, jewellery (29%) and skin care / cosmetics /
fragrances (28%) Gift vouchers were the clear gift of choice for Baby
Boomers (34%), Gen X (41%) and Gen Y (52%). However, the majority of
Gen Z respondents (64%) nominated clothing & shoes as their most
preferred gift. This category showed a downward trend from the
youngest to oldest generations (Gen Z 64%, Gen Y 45%, Gen X 29%,
Baby Boomers 18%). Similar trends were also noted in the categories of
technology and money.
Again the Pure Profile Survey showed that interest in materialistic gifts
decreases with age with 18% Baby Boomers saying they wouldn’t buy
gifts at all this festive season (biggest cohort with this response)
49
Source: Pure Profile Christmas Report 2019 and *iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

The ‘self-gifting’ trend
Christmas is a time to get a well deserved break and “a treat or
two”. *80% of customers end up purchasing items on Black Friday for
themselves as a way of minimising disappointment and wastage
and increase efficiency (“getting something I really want and need”)
Christmas shopping for yourself share of voice trend (US DATA)

Gen Y & Gen X have the highest propensity to buy gifts for
themselves with 36% and 35% respectively saying they would
purchase a “self-gift” for Christmas 2019 according to the Pure
Profile Christmas Report.
Source: *https://www.bandt.com.au/going-beyond-gifting-christmas/; Pure Profile Christmas Report
2019; https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/self-giftingtrends/https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonbird1/2018/12/09/the-rise-of-the-ultra-rational-holidayshopper-and-the-risks-to-retail/#4e3a71cb33b6

Will consumers be less self absorbed post
COVID-19? Will ‘self-gifting’ decrease due to
financial distress? Self-gifting will probably
continue for those who can afford it but it
will decrease amongst those financially
stretched.
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Santa Letter 2019

Favouring creativity and old classics over technology-driven toys
Toysrus AU top toys list Christmas 2019
1. Bluey 45cm plush toy

2. LEGO technic
3. All 3000 POP! Funko Figures
4. Frozen II
5. Star Wars Episode IX “The Rise of Skywalker”
6. Bruder Excavator
7. Bluey Books by Penguin
8. Bosh Tool toys
9. Costumes
10. LOL surprise OMG Dolls
11. Crayola
12. Barbie
13. Toy Story 4
14. Vtech
15. Rainbocorns
Source: https://www.savings.com.au/credit-cards/aussies-wasted-over-400-million-in-unwantedchristmas-gifts-last-year
We expect this trend to continue

after the massive screen overload
experienced by children during the
home schooling period.
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Top Christmas searches

Source: https://www.retail.org.au/mediacentre/childrens-toys-in-santas-sleigh-this-christmas/

The cocooning trend could continue well into 2021
and with it our desire to spend on technology and
home improvement. With social distancing
restrictions expected to be lifted by Christmas,
consumers could spend more on experiences, local
52
travel, outdoor equipment and sports.

How much they spend on gifts?
The Pure Profile Christmas Report 2019 shows that overall 61%
respondents were prepared to spend up to $500 on gifts
during Christmas 2019. 19% said they would spend $501 $1000.
The biggest spenders were Baby Boomers and Gen X - 11%
of both age groups said they would spend in excess of
$1,000 compared to just 4% of Gen Z.
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Source: Pure Profile Christmas Report 2019

A sustainable Christmas
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COVID-19 has emphasised our deep interconnectivity
and the need to work together for a better world.
Scientists and experts are now more than ever, a trusted
source of information that would certainly influence
consumers green mindset. Sustainability is likely to have
a greater impact on brand choice next Christmas..

A sustainable Christmas
According to the Accenture Retail Survey 2019 almost
*44% of those surveyed said they were more likely to do
their holiday shopping with a more environmentally
conscious retailer, and 43% planned to make an impact
with their money by doing business with retailers that
reflected their values.
Our iCCS data also supports this trend towards a more
responsible and sustainable Christmas across
generations. This environmentally friendly mindset extends
beyond gifting to wrapping, lighting and decorations.
It appears that there is a clear discrepancy between
retailers perceptions (Deloitte Retailers’ Christmas Survey**
shows that 42% of respondents believe that social, ethical
and environmental responsibility is not important to their
brand) and consumers increasingly green mindset.
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Source: *https://www.bandt.com.au/accenture-study/; **Deloitte Retailers Christmas Survey and iCCS Christmas Survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Small gestures count
& are embraced across generations

ALL AGREE “ I have started using gift bags/boxes and reusing them”
Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

PreBoomers

51% ix 105

48% ix 98

48% ix 100

48% ix 99

52% ix 107

ALL AGREE “ I use LED powered lighting”
Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

PreBoomers

38% ix 81

42% ix 89

48% ix 102

52% ix 112

58% ix 124

ALL AGREE “ I buy locally made gifts”
Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby
Boomers

PreBoomers

28% ix 99

28% ix 98

27% ix 97

29% ix 104

32% ix 114
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Source: Roy Morgan Dec 2018

They are also more likely than older generations “to

go to a bricks and mortar shop to research and
then buy online” Gen Z (ix 122) and Gen Y (ix 123)

Green changes
Generational bias

“ To reduce plastic I now have a real
Christmas tree”

“ I now buy battery free-gifts”
Pre-boomers

Gen Y

17%

Ix 128

24%

Ix 116

Baby
Boomers
20% ix 100
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

They are also more likely than older generations “to

Younger generations

go to a bricks and mortar shop to research and
then buy online” Gen Z (ix 122) and Gen Y (ix 123)

More likely to craft and re-gift
ALL AGREE
“ I have started creating/making gifts”

Gen Z

Gen Y

25% ix 149

20% ix 116

“ I buy second-hand gifts and/or regift stuff I no longer need”

Gen Z

Gen Y

24% ix 141

21% ix 122

“ I make my own Christmas cards ”

Gen Z

Gen Y

19% ix 160

15% ix 122
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

They are also more likely than older generations “to

Social responsibility pays off

go to a bricks and mortar shop to research and
then buy online” Gen Z (ix 122) and Gen Y (ix 123)

Australians across all generations are buying Christmas presents from
socially/environmentally responsible companies

ALL AGREE
Gen Z

Gen Y

Gen X

Baby Boomers

Pre- Boomers

28% ix 121

25% ix 107

21% ix 91

22% ix 94

25% ix 110
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Source: iCCS Christmas survey 2019 (fused with Roy Morgan)

Key takeouts
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Key takeouts
•

The Christmas shopping period is not December anymore “The New Holiday
shopping season” extends to the last quarter of the year – Retailers need
to plan and design a sustained holiday strategy making the most of
“smart data”; engaging customers early and remaining relevant via
personalisation, reminders for key items and tailored offers based on their
past shopping behaviour.

•

Value and convenience are retailers’ baseline for Christmas. Consumers
expectations are high for Christmas, with some retailers offering up to 80%
discounts on Black Friday, same day/two day free delivery shipping or
same day click-and-collect on last minute holiday purchases. Consumers
are increasingly accepting these practices as standard and would reward
those retailers that can facilitate their Christmas shopping.

•

There is no room for error when it comes to stock and deliveries. Out-ofstock popular items or late deliveries can damage consumers trust
irreparably. Retailers should also design customer service, staff and store
layout strategies to ease the consumers experience instore.

Source: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/how-lessons-from-the-record-breaking-2018holiday-season-can-inform-retailers-2019-strategy
https://www.retailbiz.com.au/contributor/capitalising-on-convenience-this-christmas-season/
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Key takeouts
•

Sustainability is becoming more important at Christmas time and whilst
research from Accenture* shows that 58% consumers believe retailers
are making positive strides towards being more environmentally
conscious with their product and service offerings, there is a significant
proportion of retailers**42% who think that social, ethical and
environmental responsibility is not important to their brand.

•

From “Christmas spirit” to “treat-yourself-spirit”. As this trend becomes
more popular retailers would need to design strategies to cater for
indulgent and incidental shopping and adjust their Christmas
communication strategy to cater to this growing shopping mindset
and behaviour.
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Source: *http://www.bandt.com.au/accenture-study; **Deloitte Retailers Christmas Survey

Key takeouts
•

Black Friday is gaining momentum in Australia. According to analysis by
Citigroup, online traffic for major Australian retailers rose about 30 - 40%
during Black Friday. Mckinsey* recommends developing an “integrated
approach to Black Friday as the springboard into the holiday season
promoting same-day click-and-collect and big deals on the most
popular and relevant items”.

Total visits during Black Friday
Week 2019 (% YoY)

Source: *https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/how-lessons-from-the-recordbreaking-2018-holiday-season-can-inform-retailers-2019-strategy
https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/black-friday-boosts-traffic-online-and-instore-20191212-p53jcc
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Methodology
•

This survey was conducted by Dentsu Intelligence Australia using
our CCS national panel.

•

Extensive benchmark survey of 5,000 Australians Nationally
representative of Australia.
•

Spread across gender, age and location.

•

15-74 years old.

•

Online self completion.

•

10 Minutes.

•

Went to field 3rd December 2019.
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Thank you

